microcontroller from the sensor is changed whenever ABSTRACT the key is depressed. This paper presents a new method for This paper describes a Braille note taker implemented implementing a Braille keyboard using a simple 4 x 6 in hardware. The system is able to perform Braille to push button matrix. To solve the overlap problems, text translation as well as note taking. A method is the buttons have to be properly organized and located. presented on how to achieve Braille note taking using A keyboard controller was described in VHDL to a Braille keyboard. Most of commercial Braille note takers utilize 2. 4 X 6 MATRIX KEYBOARD microcontrollers with software running in them to perform multi-functions including note taking, Figure 1 shows the layout of Braille keyboard.
in hardware. The system is able to perform Braille to push button matrix. To solve the overlap problems, text translation as well as note taking. A method is the buttons have to be properly organized and located. presented on how to achieve Braille note taking using A keyboard controller was described in VHDL to a Braille keyboard. To perform Braille to text send and receive scan codes. translation, a translating system has been built based
In performing Braille to text translation, softwareon previous work. Using Very high speed integrated based methods are a good solution. With the use of circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and computer, the internal representation of characters a Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) allows the simultaneous display of characters on the development platform, a system that includes the screen and on a refreshable Braille display [3] . For keyboard controller and translator has been this purpose, American Standard Code for hierarchically described and implemented.
Information Interchange (ASCII) is employed.
In software-based methods, sixty-four ASCII 1. INTRODUCTION codes, referred to as Braille ASCII codes are employed to represent the sixty-four basic Braille Since Braille became one of the most important ways characters. Therefore, the translating process can be for the blind to learn and obtain information, many regarded as the conversion from ASCII codes into kinds of Braille products were invented to help the Braille ASCII codes. bind improve their life quality.
To perform Braille to text translation this paper for building Braille keyboards because of overlapping Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the 4 x 6 problems. Instead, optical detectors are used to detect matrix keyboard. From the layout of the schematic, it when buttons are depressed [1] . For instance, one is clear that the six Braille keys are located in the first solution is to use infrared light source/sensor pairs column, twelve functions keys in the second and third and microcontrollers [2] . When the key is depressed, column, and enter, space and direction keys in the it breaks the light beam between the source and fourth. sensor. Thus, the signal received at the 1-4244-0606-4/07/$20.00 ©)2007 IEEE. figure 2 , if keys s26, s39, and s40 four bit scan codes to the keyboard inputs from Co to are depressed, the wire which is connected to GO, RO C3 and scans one column at a time. The controller and R1 is conductive. Therefore, when the controller sends one bit low signal to the corresponding column sends a low signal to scan the second column, this to be scanned, and for others three columns sends low signal passes through three buttons and goes to high signals.
the output R1. The result is that instead of getting To overcome the bouncing problem, the controller three keys pressed, the controller gets four which are reads the 6-bit output ofthe keyboard 13 milliseconds S26, s27, s39, and s40. To avoid this, the six Braille later after sending scan codes. If no button is pressed, keys are kept in the same column. the outputs from keyboard remain high. Once one Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the Braille button is pressed, the output at the row where the keyboard controller. button is located becomes low.
The block codes scanner generates 4-bit outputs
The disadvantage for matrix keyboard is overlap, with only one of the bits set to zero; and gets 6-bit When one or two keys are depressed, the keyboard inputs coming back from the keyboard. There is a can work well. However, if keys to be pressed are state machine working in the FPGA to generate scan more than two, overlaps may happen.
codes for the keys that were pressed. The state machine works as follows:
1. In the first state, the scanner sends four bits codes According to Blenkhorn's algorithm, all rules are The decoder block receives the data from the codes listed in ASCII alphabetical order. For rules whose scanner and decodes the 6-bit input to Braille ASCII focuses start with the same character(s), the order in codes or particular control codes corresponding to the which they appear in the table is related to their particular buttons that were pressed. The transmitter priority. So, the rules have to be checked in order block outputs the data to the serial transmitter or from top to bottom. The first rule which is found has Braille-to-Text translator depending on the particular to be used. Therefore, actually the Blenkhorn's function selected.
algorithm can be regarded as a Markov system [10] . In find-entry block, there is an addresses decoder translating-controller block how many characters located. If an address corresponds to a particular entry were translated. After one group of characters has character, it is sent to the output-rule block. However, been translated, the output-translated-codes block if no entry address can be found for a particular transmits the corresponding Braille ASCII characters character, it means the entry character is not in the one by one. Then the translation of a new set of list. Therefore, a fail signal is issued and the character characters begins. will be output without translation.
Two operations keep running in the output-rule 5. IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST block. One is reading rules from the look-up-table block, and the other is sending every single rule to
The system has been successfully implemented in a focus-check, right-context-check, decision-tableXilinx's Virtex-4 FPGA evaluation board [11] . The check, and load-translated-codes blocks. The outputsynthesis results show that this application is a rule block receives signals from the find-entry block resource-saved design, because only 2274 over 7168 obtaining addresses, and signals from the loadslices are used and 37 percent block RAMs are translated-codes block that indicate if the output rule occupied. can be used.
The current version note taker only has two The output-rule block sends an address to the lookfunctions which are note taking and Braille to text up-table to read one rule at a time and sends it translation. Therefore, only two function keys have separately to focus-check, right-context-check and been defined, Ft1 for note taking, and F2 for decision-table-check blocks. If the rule does not find a translation. match, then a signal is generated and the output-rule Figure 5 shows the system that was implemented block gets the next rule and sends it. This process for testing purposes. The RS-232 serial connection is continues until a match is found and the focus is used to send the rule to the look up table. The focus-check and right-1. The rule table is sent to the FPGA through a context-check blocks receive not only the rule from serial link using Hyper Terminal before output-rule block, but also the whole group of words operation starts. to be translated from the translating controller 2. If the note taking function is selected, Braille because more than one letter of focus and right code which is typed in will be sent to a serial context might need to be checked. These two blocks transmitter directly. perform similar functions.
3. If the translation function is selected, the As shown in figure 4 , the focus-check, righttranslator takes the Braille character and stores it context-check and decision- 
